
WHAT IS TON NETWORK
The TON (Telegram Open Network) is a blockchain network project developed by Telegram, a widely-used messaging
application globally. TON is designed to provide a blockchain-based platform for decentralized applications and
financial services. This project has garnered significant attention from the blockchain community due to Telegram's
millions of users worldwide, with plans to integrate the blockchain platform into its application.

Scalability: TON is designed with high scalability, capable of processing millions of transactions per second. This makes TON
a large and flexible decentralized platform, suitable for complex applications.
Smart Contracts and Decentralized Applications (DApps): TON supports the deployment of smart contracts and DApps,
fostering opportunities for innovative applications ranging from financial to social uses.
Security and Safety: TON employs advanced security mechanisms like Proof of Stake (PoS) to ensure the network's safety
and security, fostering trust in transaction fairness and transparency.
Convenience and User-Friendliness: With integration directly into the widely-used messaging app Telegram, TON can
potentially facilitate the easy adoption and deployment of services for millions of existing Telegram users.
Large Community Potential: Despite facing challenges, Telegram boasts a large community eagerly anticipating TON's
development, potentially enabling rapid growth and widespread adoption upon deployment. In conclusion, TON holds
promise in unlocking a new realm of decentralized applications and financial services utilizing blockchain technology,
potentially contributing positively to the development of the blockchain community.



WHAT IS BITCOIN TON?
BITCOIN TON (BITTON ): BITTON IS A DIGITAL CURRENCY BUILT ON THE TELEGRAM OPEN NETWORK (TON)
PLATFORM, OFFERING A DIVERSE AND UTILITY-RICH ECOSYSTEM.

  Ecosystem:
Stake (BITTON Stake): Bitton offers users the opportunity to participate in the network by staking BITTON. Through this,
they not only secure the network but also have the chance to earn passive rewards from validating transactions.

Swap (BITTON Swap): Bitton supports a flexible exchange platform, enabling users to easily swap Bitton with other
cryptocurrencies.

GameFi (BITTON GameFi): Bitton establishes a vibrant GameFi ecosystem, where users can use Bitton to engage in
games and earn income from decentralized gaming platforms.

Security and Utility: Bitton employs advanced security technologies like Proof of Stake (PoS) to ensure safety and
transparency within the network. Additionally, integrating Bitton into the Telegram app creates a seamless user
experience.

Future: BITTON promises a promising future in utilizing blockchain for decentralized applications and financial services.
The diversity and utility of the BITTON ecosystem will drive the development of user communities and networks.



Allows Bittcoin staking on the blockchain network

Strict protection and safety in all transactions

BITTON STAKING
THE OPEN NET WORK
ADVANTAGES OF STAKING CRYPTOCURRENCY

Attractive features and rewards for users



Strict protection and safety in all transactions

allows users to exchange different cryptocurrencies safely and efficiently

Attractive features and rewards for users

BITTON SWAP
DEX DECENTRALIZED SWAP PLATFORM



BITTON CROSS CHAIN

Bitton Cross Chain is a feature that enables integration between Bitton and other blockchains,
facilitating interoperability and communication between different ecosystems. This opens up

opportunities to expand and enhance Bitton's interaction with other blockchain projects.



BITTON GAME LOTTERY

Bitton offers a Game Lottery platform
where users can participate in games
of chance and win significant rewards

Integrating blockchain technology ensures transparency and
fairness for all players.



BITTON NFT

NFTs can represent various types
of digital assets, from art to

gaming and commercial
ownership.

Bitton NFT ecosystem



STAKING PROFITS

$100-$999 profits 0.6%/Days
$1000-$4999 profits 0.7%/Days
> $5000 profits 0.8%/Days

PROFIT BITTON STAKING

Investment package withdrawal period is 6 months
from the starting date



Conditions required 5F1 to
receive rewards from F6-F20

Receive a maximum bonus of
300% on the investment
package

Conditions required 1F1 to
receive rewards from F1-F5

AFFILIATE POLICY

F1 : 15%
F2: 10%
F3:5%
F4: 3%
F5: 3%
F6: 3%
F7: 3%
F8: 3%
F9: 3%
F10: 3%

F11 : 2%
F12: 2%
F13: 2%
F14: 2%
F15: 2%
F16: 2%
F17: 2%
F18: 2%
F19: 2%
F20: 2%

Affiliate rewards are based
on the profits of the system
below



DIRECT LEADERSHIP REWARDS

F1: 5%

F2: 3%

F3: 3%

F4: 2%

F5: 2%    

F6: 2%

F10: 2%

F7: 2%

F8: 2%

F9: 2%



Staking
30%

Presale
20%

GameFi
20%

Airdrop
10%

Marketing
10%

Team Dev
10%

TOKENNOMIC

Tokenomics BITTON revolutionizes economics
by utilizing blockchain technology to create
decentralized systems where tokens represent
assets or utilities. It encompasses token
creation, distribution, utility, governance, and
economics, fostering decentralization,
efficiency, and global accessibility. Tokenomics
BITTON is transforming various industries,
offering transparent, inclusive, and innovative
economic models for the future.



ROADMAP

QUARTER 1: TOKEN ISSUANCE (Q1)
Launch Bitton token through a fair and transparent distribution mechanism.
Establish partnerships with leading exchanges for Bitton listing to ensure liquidity and
accessibility.
Develop Bitton token wallets and integrate with major cryptocurrency wallets for easy
management and storage.

QUARTER 2: STAKING IMPLEMENTATION (Q2)
Introduce staking functionality for Bitton token holders, allowing them to earn rewards by
securing the network.
Implement a user-friendly staking interface, making it accessible to both novice and
experienced users.
Launch staking pools with attractive rewards and incentives to encourage widespread
participation.



QUARTER 3: NFT ISSUANCE (Q3)
Introduce Bitton NFT platform for creators to mint, buy, sell, and trade non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) securely.
Collaborate with artists, musicians, and content creators to launch exclusive Bitton NFT
collections, driving adoption and utility.
Implement interoperability features to enable seamless integration with other NFT
marketplaces and ecosystems.

QUARTER 4: GAMEFI INTEGRATION (Q4)
Partner with leading GameFi projects to integrate Bitton token as an in-game currency,
enhancing user engagement and monetization opportunities.
Launch Bitton-powered GameFi platforms, offering players unique gaming experiences
and rewarding them with Bitton for their participation.
Implement governance mechanisms allowing Bitton token holders to vote on key
decisions regarding GameFi partnerships and developments.


